HARDWOOD
ACCESSORY
SOLUTIONS

Every piece of art deserves the right
finishing touch as every hardwood
floor deserves the right accessories.

torlys.com

STOCKING ACCESSORIES

In Stock to Arrive With Your Order

TORLYS offers a unique stair nosing solution so
you can add the perfect finishing touch to your
installation. The smartSTEP is made from an actual
full piece of matching TORLYS flooring for a 100%
colour, texture and dimension match. It also uses
the same joint as your TORLYS floor for an easy
and seamless installation.
• Uniclic® for smart floors
• Tongue & Groove for SuperSolid

Suitable for floating and nail/glue down
applications.*

Easy and convenient, the TORLYS Solo Plus 5-in-1
solution includes 5 mouldings in one adaptable and colour
co-ordinated profile.
Only available for TORLYS smart wood.
Suitable for floating applications.*
SoloPlus flush stair nosing clicks flush into your TORLYS floor, thus eliminating
the overlap of a traditional stair nosing (use of an aluminum sub profile is required
for the Flush Installation of the SoloPlus stair nosing and must be ordered separately).
SoloPlus can also be used for overlap floating installations on landings.

SQUARE NOSE

FLUSH
STAIR NOSING*

T-MOULDING

REDUCER

SQUARE NOSE

* Please reference product specific installation instructions for details.

TORLYS Direct Ship accessories include colour co-ordinated
mouldings, stair nosings and vents that provide the final
design element for any room, creating a seamless appearance
with any TORLYS hardwood floor.
Suitable for floating and nail/glue down applications.*

QUARTER ROUND

T-MOULDING

WALL BASE

REDUCER

SQUARE NOSE

TRADITIONAL STAIR NOSE

EURO STAIR NOSE

SURFACE VENT**

FLUSH VENT**

** Vents come complete with sturdy metal damper systems for personalized airflow regulation.

Just as an artist carefully selects the perfect colour for a painting, we stain
and finish all our hardwood accessories to exact standards, creating the best
possible complement with the hardwood floor you’re installing.

At TORLYS, we are dedicated to providing you with the right
solutions to properly accessorize your hardwood floors.
We have an extensive selection of colour co-ordinated
mouldings, stair nosings and vents to add the perfect finishing
touch to your installation.

QUARTER ROUND
Create subtle blends
between wall base and
hardwood flooring. It can
also be installed alone to
create a transition between
hardwood floors and
vertical surfaces.

T-MOULDING
Provide an attractive
solution for transitioning
between floor surfaces
in adjoining rooms. Ideal
for use in doorways
and where floors of
approximately the same
thickness meet.

WALL BASE
Creates a formal border
transition between flooring
and walls. It provides a
clean, finished juncture
and beautifully covers the
flooring expansion gap.

SQUARE NOSE
Used with floating
hardwood floors and are
ideal for concealing
expansion spaces along a
vertical object that
cannot be framed, such as
a sliding glass door.

STAIR NOSE
Flush and overlap stair
nosings add a professional,
finished look to stairways,
absorbing the brunt of the
foot traffic and maintaining
the beauty of hardwood
stairs. Offered in multiple
profiles.

VENT
Offered in drop-in/surface mount or flush styles. Surface
mount vents fits over almost any existing or new duct
opening. Gently rounded lip conceals rough floor edges.
Flush mount vents lay within its own frame assembly and
sits flush with any hardwood floor. Provides a seamless
and refined appearance to any installation.

REDUCER
Flush and overlap reducers
allow for a smooth transition
between floors of different
heights. Perfect for
connecting a hardwood
floor with vinyl, tile or low
pile carpet floors.
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